The British Mosaic Forum
October 24-26, 2014

Broadening Horizons

This year’s accomplished and
inspiring speakers will engage,
enlighten, and inform you.
We are opening a window wide
to further study and better
creative practice, giving insights
into the aesthetic, legal and
financial status quo of Mosaic.
This larger venue in the heart
of London’s South Bank gives
us greater opportunity to meet
old and new friends over lovely
catering, shopping at the
Mosaic Market, lectures, forums,
courses, pop-ups, visits,
projects and exhibitions.

With creative people,
truly new horizons
open up
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BAMM AGM
Symposium
Saturday, October 25, 2014

09:00 Registration

09:45 BAMM AGM
10:45 Refreshments & Mosaic Market

A day of inspirational speakers,
networking and celebration
of Mosaic Art

11.00 Luciana Notturni: Techniques, rules and methods, their
importance in making contemporary mosaic. She founded the Mosaic
Art School where she and her staff teach intensive mosaic workshops
for all antique and contemporary techniques. Thousands of students
from all over the world come to Ravenna to attend her workshops.
11:40 Norma Vondee
Maintaining the creative core. Norma will discuss the theory of creativity using examples of good practice and providing useful tips,
techniques and ways of expression.

King’s College London,
Waterloo Lecture Theatre,
Waterloo Campus,
Stamford Street,

12:20 Patrick Maquaire: ‘Les Rencontres Internationales de
Mosaique’ - the bi-annual international mosaic festival in Chartres
has two goals: to revive the district of Chartres and carry on the
mosaic tradition of Raymond Isidore or Monsieur Picassiette.
Patrick will discuss the event and his role as founding member.

London SE1 9NH
13:00 Lunch & Mosaic Market

Book online at
www.bamm.org.uk

14:20 Karen Ami ‘Practice and Process in the Mosaic Studio’
How can we grow and excel as artists? Karen Ami discusses ideas for
developing a voice and vision through one’s studio practices. Artists
can evolve in their work when they gain an appreciation for the past
so they can envision the future, technically, materially and intuitively.
15:00 Laurel True ‘The Global Mosaic Project’
Laurel offers a wealth of inspiring knowledge, experience and
enthusiasm, sharing with us how she uses the medium of mosaic
as a tool for social action. True has facilitated community mosaic
projects in the Bay Area, New Orleans West and East Africa, Latin
America and Haiti.
15:40 Jody Giesser ‘Intellectual Property for the Mosaicist’.
Here is clear and articulate information about this complex issue.
16:20 Refreshments
17:00 Marialuisa Tadei
Connections and resonances, between the present and the past.
The winner of last year’s Mosaic of the Year Award, Marialouisa’s
sculptural work has been exhibited widely in Britain, notably at the
Yorkshire Sculpture Park, and internationally.
17:40-18:00 BAMM Mosaic of the Year Award 2014
19:30 Informal Artists’ Supper
@ Taz by Southwark Station, cost and reservations via
www.bamm.org.uk
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Working Wall

Pin it and Participate
Mosaic Market
A great chance to browse, spend and catch up on a huge range
of mosaic supplies, new items, courses, books and techniques.
Working Wall
Pin it and participate! Everyone’s favourite!

Luciana Notturni is a master mosaic artist based in Ravenna. She opened her atelier
in 1970 and has been teaching Mosaics at various schools since 1975 including
the Mosaic Restoration School, the most important school of its kind. During her
career Luciana has made mosaics in collaboration with many world renowned and
international artists, architects and designers as well as her own projects.
Norma Vondee, BAMM’s current President, has been making mosaics for 27 years.
Her diverse work includes large public sculpture and installations, museums, high profile
private and corporate commissions, community art, TV and publishing. She recently
featured in Oliver Budd’s book ‘Masters of Mosaic’.

This again invites all members to bring
drawings, paintings, photos, collage and
more - big or small, the emphasis is on
process, how you get to your end mosaic.
Show how you design it, think of it, grow it…
We’ll kick off the display but it is a big wall
so to be vibrant, uncensored and alive, it
begs diverse participation. This will be a true
knowledge bank and invaluable learning
resource. You can also bring a picture of the
finished work or a small sample. Last year’s
wall was such a hit we’ve had to get an even
bigger and brighter space!

VOTE!
The BAMM Mosaic of the Year Award
Here are the rules: should be made in the

P. Maquaire is the director of the 3r Association, a community centre in Chartres
dedicated to economically and socially reviving the lives of those living in some forgotten districts of Chartres such as the Picassiette district. He has written several books
and articles about the old district of Picassiette and several social ethnographic and
anthropology essays.

last two years in Britain but doesn’t need to

Mosaic Market
A great chance to browse, spend and catch up on a huge range of mosaic supplies,
new items, courses, books and techniques.

You can vote now or by September 1st by

Working Wall
Pin it and participate! Everyone’s favourite!

be made by BAMM member, nominated by
a current BAMM member, one work, artist’s
name, (email address if possible), location.
emailing: Katy Galbraith who is kindly
administering the contest again this year
from her lovely highland hideaway.
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Karen Ami is the Founder and Executive Director of The Chicago Mosaic School, the
first school for Mosaic Arts in the Americas, She is President Emeritus of The Society of
American Mosaic Artists and was recently awarded the title of Gran Cavaliere Dell’Ordine di San Martino, Italy, for her role in Contemporary Mosaic Arts and Education.
Recent exhibitions include: Chartres, France, Aquileia and Clauiano Italy, Gaziantep,
Turkey, Ravenna, Italy and Chicago.

katy@galvelmore.co.uk
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Laurel True has been facilitating public and community mosaic projects for almost
25 years and has helped to provide job training and arts education to underserved
communities in urban environments and developing areas. She has created hundreds
of projects over the years, working with volunteers, assistants, students, tradespeople
and artists of all ages on projects that reflect a sense of community pride and cultural
significance in the locations where they are sited.

By underground Waterloo (Bakerloo, Jubilee, Northern
and Waterloo & City lines): 4 minute walk, Charing
Cross (Bakerloo and Northern lines): 9 minute walk,
Embankment (District, Circle and Bakerloo lines): 13
minute walk, Temple (District and Circle lines): 20 minute
walk.
By train Charing Cross: 9 minute walk. Waterloo: 4
minute walk. Waterloo East: 5 minute walk. Blackfriars: 17
minute walk.
By bus Buses stopping outside the College: 381, RV1.
Buses stopping near the College: 1, 4, 26, 59, 68, 76, X68,
77, 139, 168, 171, 172, 188, 211, 243 (24 hour), 341 (24
hour), 507 and 521.
By boat - commuter river service from the west, Putney Blackfriars: get off at either Embankment Pier or Blackfriars
Pier
By car There is no car parking available on this campus.
There is an APCOA car park on Cornwall Road. Stamford
Street is a red route.
By bike Lambeth Council cycle racks are available in front
of the Franklin-Wilkins and James Clerk Maxwell Buildings.
Motorcycles Bays available in Cornwall Road.
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Jody Giesser is a US Patent Attorney specialising in technologies involving the life
sciences. She currently is Senior Patent Counsel for DSM Nutritional Products, and
in the past has worked in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. She
is admitted to the bar in New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, and the US Patent and
Trademark Office.
Marialuisa Tadei was born in Rimini, Italy. She studied art history at the University
of Bologna, and art at the Accademia di belle Arti, Bologna, in Dusseldorf, and at
Goldsmiths’ College, London. She began to make sculpture in the early 1990s. She has
exhibited at the Venice Biennale in 2009 and 2013, and at the Architecture Biennale
in 2010, and showed at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing.
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Friday, October 24, 2014
10:00 to 16:00

Pop up Project @ Kingsley Court, in the
heart of the West End between Oxford and
Carnaby Streets, Tamara Froud offers 8
BAMM members the chance to volunteer
to participate in a short public art project.
Contact: tamara.froud@btinternet.com
Pop up Exhibition there to be confirmed
closer to the time, eyes peeled and work
ready to go please!

‘Out and About’
Events around the
main day so far…

There will also be lots of volunteers and
assistants needed to facilitate. If you
want to be involved contact Tamara Froud
who is coordinating this amazing day:
tamara.froud@btinternet.com
Book online at www.bamm.org.uk

18:30-20:30

Private View of BAMM Members’ Miniatures
Exhibition ‘The City’ at St Lawrence Jewry
next Guildhall on Gresham Street, EC2V 5AA.
This is a Wren gem in the centre of the City
of London which will be packed full of our
gorgeous Mosaics.
There is still time to make an entry. So much
talent has been developing in our members’
work these days. It‘s going to be wonderful!

Sunday, October 26, 2014
King’s College London, First Floor,
Waterloo Campus, Stamford
Street, London SE1 9NH
Mosaic Masterclasses!
10:00 to 16:00

Far out
and about
Opening in Chartres, France
on October 18, 2014. This
year we broke new ground
with our cultural exchange of
BAMM artists’ work to our own
exhibition at the prestigious
Chartres event and its
organizer Patrick Maquaire will
be speaking here on Saturday.
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This year we are offering a series of one day
Masterclasses for those members wishing
to progress their standard of work with an
artist they admire or who want to have the
chance to make with other like-minded
artists towards a particular skill. A small piece
of work will be produced in the given time,
materials are included in the price. Places can
be booked on the BAMM website where final
tutor placement and cost will be displayed.
There is a maximum of 12 places per
workshop and BAMM members get priority
booking and a reduced fee. Courses will run
in response to demand and our proposed
instructors are:
Carrie Reichhardt, ‘Day of the Dead’
Workshop.
Laurel True, Global Mosaics Style
Lawrence Payne, Roman Mosaics, materials
Luciana Notturni, Two 2 ½ hour workshops
on the use of hammer and hardie

King’s College London, First Floor,
Waterloo Campus, Stamford
Street, London SE1 9NH
14:00-16:00

David Tootill of South Bank Mosaics and the
new, proposed London School of Mosaic will
make use of the expertise and experience of
our esteemed overseas guests this year to
chair an open forum about Mosaic in Further
Education for up to 20 BAMM members and
10 other guests in related fields. This event is
free but places must be booked in advance
with Norma Vondee:
vondeemosaics@gmail.com

Sunday Sojourns

Maps for walks and tours will be available for
Sunday at the Symposium on Saturday with
lists in the hope that members can join each
other in informal groups to visit Mosaic sites.
There is still plenty of time for volunteers to
come forward with their own favoured tour
plans and proposals too!
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